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Summary

Summary

The fact that (crash) helmets can prevent and reduce head injuries is commonly accepted but

the exact manner in which they protect the head is not understood.

In general, numerical models are developed to gain more information on the impact

response of a helmet. However, the models found in literature did not account for the

complete geometry of the helmet or where sometimes not validated at all. For this reason a

two dimensional and a three dimensional Finite Element Model are developed that represent

an existing full-face motorcycle helmet mounted on a headform used in an impact absorption

test according to ECE Regulation 022.

The three dimensional model is validated by simulating impacts at different impact points

using the acceleration time history of the headform as criterion. From this it can be concluded

that the inertia of the outer shell has large influence on the appearance of the first peak in the

acceleration signal obtained from a top impact, this was not obvious from the results by the

two dimensional model. Due to some simplifications applied, the usage of the model is

limited. This means that only impacts on a flat anvil at points in the median plane of the

headform are described accurately. However it is believed that the current model describes

most of the phenomena observed during an impact and therefore is suitable for trend studies.

Finally some recommendations have been given for further development of the model.
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1 Introduction
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Each year in the Netherlands, about 1300 people die and 50.000 people sustain moderate to

severe injuries as a result of traffic accidents. Approximately 30 % of these accidents result

in head injuries [Blokpoel, 1989]. A direct method of reducing head injuries is the use of

(crash) helmets. In practice, helmets have proven their effectiveness. It is shown that for direct

impact situations, an injury risk reduction of circa 30 % to 90 % can be achieved [Beusenberg

et al. 1993].

The fact that helmets can prevent and reduce head injuries is commonly accepted but the

exact manner in which they protect the head is unknown. Current helmets are empirically

designed to meet the shock absorption requirements of a test standard such as the one

specified in the ECE-R22 regulation [United Nations, 1994]. In most cases the helmets are

designed by experience and by trial-and-error methods.

Despite of this, some research has been conducted, by the development of numerical models,

to gain a better understanding of the injury reduction by a helmet. Two types of numerical

helmet models for describing the impact behaviour of the helmeted head are found in

literature:

• In Lumped Mass Models the (components of the) helmet and the headform are modelled

as rigid masses connected by massless springs and dashpots. Mills et al. (1988) used such

a model to simulate the helmet deformation as a result of impacts by flat and

hemispherical strikers. Gilchrist et al. (1993) improved this model by including the'effect

of force oscillations of the shell mass on the elastic part of the liner. The lumped mass

models are very simplified, and are capable of describing deformation for one specified

type of loading condition. With these models it is impossible to calculate the stiffness of

the individual helmet parts from their shapes, dimensions and material properties. Also the

influence of the helmet fit on the head(form) is not taken into account by these models.

For this reason it is also impossible to determine the resulting headform rotations. This

means that the application of lumped mass models is very limited.

• Finite Element Models (FE-models) do not only allow the modelling of the mechanical

properties of the helmet components, but also include the geometry of the helmet. This

allows the influence of the interaction between helmet and head to be investigated. Only

a small number of FE-models was found in literature [Kostner et al., 1987 and Van

Schalkwijk, 1993]. These models had some limitations in that they did not include a
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separate model of the head(form) and non of them took into account the effect of the soft

comfort liner that provides the fit of the helmet on the head. Also both models were not

validated, but were used for trend studies only.

The objective of this project is to develop a tool for investigating the injury reducing

mechanism of a motorcycle helmet during an impact of a helmeted head. Such a tool is a

numerical model of a helmet that is capable of describing the behaviour of the helmet and its

interaction with the head during an impact.

For this reason, in this thesis a fIrst step is made towards the development of a FE-model

based on an existing helmet. It is expected that this type of·model will provide more

information about the injury reducing behaviour of a motorcycle helmet than a Lumped Mass

Model. First a simplified two dimensional model will be presented for determining which

parameters are of importance for modelling a helmet. This model can also help answering the

question if a two dimensional model is capable of describing all the phenomena that occur

during such an impact. Then a three dimensional model will be built and validated. Finally

conclusions and recommendations will be given about the usefulness of the model.
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This section contains a review of the literature on the impact behaviour of motorcycle

helmets. First the composition of motorcycle helmets in general is discussed followed by a

discussion of the functions and material behaviour of each component separately. Finally the

specifications of the motorcycle helmet to be modelled will be presented.

2.1 Complete helmet

Collliort ;lad4i:!lr

Figure 2.1: Cross section of a full{ace motorcycle helmet (copied from United Nations. 1994).

Figure 2.1 illustrates the individual components of a full-face motorcycle helmet.

This figure shows that the shell of a helmet consists of three different layers: the comfort

padding liner, the protective padding liner and the outer shell. The purpose of these layers

will be discussed in.the next three sections. A chinstrap is used to prevent loosing the helmet

prior to and during an impact.
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A test method that quantifies the amount of energy absorbtion of helmets is the impact test

that is specified by United Nations (1994) in ECE Regulation 22 with the 04 series of

amendments. In this test a helmeted headform is dropped onto an anvil using a "guided free

fall" system, and the acceleration of the headform is measured in three directions (more

information is provided in Appendix A). This test will be referred to as R.22 impact test in

the remainder of this report.

2.2 Comfort padding liner

The comfort padding liner has direct contact with the head and is fixed to the protective

padding liner over a large area. The purpose of the comfort padding liner is to increase the

wearing comfort of the helmet and to provide a perfect fit on the head. It consists of low

density, flexible, open-celled polyurethane or PVC foams and is often faced with a cloth layer

[Gilchrist et al. 1993].

The force-deflection curves for low-density comfort foam found in literature were

experimental results that were fitted with simple lumped mass model predictions that yield

for compression only [Mills et al. 1988 and Gilchrist et aI.,1993]. From these references it

can be concluded that the liner has a very low, strain rate dependent stiffness that rises very

rapidly for compressive strains above 80%.

As a result of the low stiffness, the comfort foam doesn't contribute significantly to the

energy absorbing properties and, therefore, has no injury reducing effect [Beusenberg et al.

1993]. However, Gilchrist et al. (1993) conclude from results obtained using a one

dimensional Lumped Mass Model, that due to its low stiffness, the comfort padding liner will

cause a peak: in the head acceleration. Mter an impact the comfort padding liner starts to·

compress. When the comfort padding liner is fmnly compressed, it will behave as being rigid

and the protective padding layer and the rigid comfort foam will hit the headform.

Roelofs (1995) states from results of his literature survey that, a possible injury reducing

effect by means of reducing the relative motion between the skin of the head and the skull

is caused by shearing in the comfort padding liner.

2.3 Protective padding liner

The protective padding liner, or impact liner, is situated between the comfort padding liner

and the outer shell. A small part of the liner is often glued to the outer shell. The protective

padding liner is the main impact energy absorbing component of a helmet. It usually consists

of Expanded Poly-Styrene (BPS). This is a thermoplastic foam that consists of more than 96%
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of closed cells [Helleman, 1993]. The liner thickness applied in helmets is limited by

aerodynamic design requirements and varies from about 25 mm to 40 mm. The mass density

applied in helmets varies from approximately 30 to 90 kglrrr.

Effectiveness of foams in helmets

3

ill

Figure 2.2: Stress strain curves for Poly-Styrene foam of density 56 kglm3
, for impacts with different

velocities (Mills et al., 1991). Strains that define deformation parts are illustrative (i.e. not
measured).

The loading characteristics of the foam during compression, as shown in Figure 2.2, can be

divided into three parts.

-I-The fIrst part is linear and shows uniform elastic deformation. This part lasts until the

initial yield stress (ao) of the foam is reached.

-ll- In .the second part an almost constant stress plateau can be seen where yielding

initiates and the cells in the structure start to collapse (the crushing of the foam).

-ill- Finally the load starts to increase again because bottoming out of the cells initiates.

This means that there is no more·air left in and between the cells and the compacted

material starts to behave like a homogeneous solid [Thunnissen, 1995].

When the compressive load is removed and· the foam has been loaded beyond the fIrst part

of the deformation, the foam will not recover.

From Figure 2.2 it can be concluded that the largest amount of energy dissipation occurs

during the crushing of the foam. During the bottoming out ofthe foam also a relative small

amount of energy will be dissipated.

Some conclusions obtained from literature references with respect to the material behaviour

of the EPS foam are shown on the next page.
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• The material behaviour of EPS is strain rate independent for relative compression

velocities! from 3.3'10-3 S-l up to 233 S-l [Steen et ai. 1992, Happee, 1993, Heileman,

1993 and Thunnissen, 1995]. The relative velocity at an R.22 impact test is about 190 S-l

(vimpact = 7,5 mis, foam thickness equals about 0.04 m).

• The Yieid stress of EPS is proportional to the 1.5th power of the mass density [Gale and

Mills, 1985, Gilchrist et ai. 1993].

• The Poisson ratio of the foam is very low (v = 0.02 [Van Dorp, 1989]) until bottoming

out occurs.

• The strain at which bottoming out appears decreases for increasing mass densities [Miltz

et ai. 1989]. For EPS with a mass density of 56 kg/~ this strain equals approximately

80 % [Mills et ai. 1991].

• Results of tensile experiments on EPS are reported in Wiley (1985) and Geerars (1993).

However these are incomplete (eg. only the breaking stress value is given and no

corresponding strain value) and show large deviations due to the foam failure at the clamps

that held the foam.

Some material parameters of the compressive behaviour of EPS with a mass density of 30

kg/~ are given in table 2.1, the choice for this density will explain it self later on in this

thesis.
Table 2.1: Material parameters for the compressive material behaviour ofEPS with mass density of30 kg/n?o

Literature source Compressive E Gyield eyield G(e=4%) G(e=lO%)
modulus [MPa] [MPa] [%] [MPa] [MPa]

Van Dorp (1989) 8.3-10.9 0.159* 1.5-1.9 0.164-0.234

Geerars (1993) 10.0 0.16 1.6 0.22 0.245

Kl>stner et al. (1987) 0.308

Miltz et al. (1989) 6.29* 0.19* 3.0 0.22*

Wiley (1985) 3.4-14.0 0.207-0.276

Ramon et a1. (1990) 2.25

* Determined from stress-strain curve by this author.

Most material models found in literature, that describe the dynamic material behaviour of

BPS, are valid for one-dimensional compressive loading conditions only. In Steen et ai.(1992)

1 The relative velocity. is defined as being the ratio between the impactor velocity and the initial
thickness of the impacted foam sample [Steen et al. 1992]. Chandler et al. (1991) observed a unifonn
strain through the thickness· of the BPS foam liner after an impact test with a motorcycle helmet. For
this reason it is assumed here that the strain rate is also constant through the thickness of the foam liner
and that the relative velocity gives a good indication of this strain rate.
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a uni-axial deformation model is discussed that describes the contribution of the compression

of the air captured in the foam. It was successfully used by Happee (1993) and Gilchrist

(1993) to describe the material behaviour of the protective padding foam during a uni-axial

impact. These one-dimensional relations do not account for shearing strains in the foam and

are valid for compression only.

2.4 Outer shell

The outer shell of a motorcycle helmet has three main functions: the distribution of the impact

load over a large area, the prevention of penetration of sharp edged objects and the prevention

of injury as a result of abrasion along a rough object. The literature on the influence of helmet

outer shells is summarized in table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Literature which describes influence of helmet outer shells.

Literature source: Thennoplastic outer shell Fibre Reinforced outer shell

Beusenberg et al. (1993) PC FRP*

Chandler et al. (1991) ABS GRP

Gilchrist et al. (1993) ABS GRP

Mills et al. (1988) RRT*

Mills et al. (1991) ABS GRP

Mills et al. (1992) ABS GRP

* When no specific data was provided the general terms RRT and FRP are used.

Two types of material are used in outer shells of motorcycle helmets:

• Rubber Reinforced Thermoplastics (RRT):

- rubber toughened Poly Carbonate (PC) ,

- Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS)

• Thermosetting Fibre Reinforced Plastics (FRP):

- Carbon fibre Reinforced Plastics (CRP)

- Glass fibre Reinforced,P1astics (GRP)

The RRT shells are made of isotropic materials [Mills etat., 19921. They deform like a non

linear, viscoelastic material.
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The FRP shells are constructed by putting layers of woven fibres, or random oriented fibres,

in a mould before adding a thermoset resin [Mills et al., 1992]. The shells that are made of

woven fibres will show an anisotropic material behaviour in the plane of the shell. Mills et
al. (1992) stated that the in-plane strength of fibre reinforced shells is much greater than the

strength in the direction normal to that plane.

Unfortunately, there is a large variation in composition of the helmet shell material within

each helmet shell type. For this reason the test results reported by a specific literature

reference are only valid for the specific helmet type and brand tested. An additional problem

is that the exact compositions are not specified by the helmet manufacturers.

However, some general differences between Fibre Reinforced Plastic shells and Rubber

Reinforced Thermoplastic shells can be derived from the test results found in literature.

• The outer shell stiffness shows a small dependence on the impact velocity [Mills et al.
1991]. This effect is larger for FRP shells than for the RRT ones but is for both shell types

negligible.

• Both shell types show a hysteresis behaviour [Mills et al. (1992)]. Again this effect is

larger for the FRP shells than for the RRT shells. Results of tension tests by Mills et al.
(1992) show that an RRT shell dissipates approximately 50 % of the input energy.

• The stiffness of fibre reinforced shells is higher than the stiffness of thermoplastic shells.

As a result this shell type has better load distributing properties. This is illustrated by

Beusenberg et al. (1993). By comparing experimentally determined anvil reaction forces

of RRT shelled helmets with the reaction forces of FRP shelled helmets Beusenberg et at.

(1993) concluded that two deformation modes can be observed when RRT shelled helmets

are compared with FRP shelled ones (Figure 2.3).

~-"""'---
outer shell

.J..-_1nner Shell_-.....,

nner shell deformation

~==~~__anYil
~ contact ar=ea:-_--~iii~

FRP PC

Figure 2.3: Helmet deformation modes for stiff (left) and fleXible (right) shelled helmets, taken from
Beusenberg (1993).

Figure 2.3 shows that the flexible PC shell shows large deformation. The impact energy

is absorbed by the deformation of foam and outer shell. The load distribution on the

headform is determined by the geometry of the object hit and by the load distributing

capability of the protective.padding material. The stiff FRP outer· shell shows only minor

deformation. Energy absorption is predominantly caused by foam deformation at the.inside.
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Therefore, the load distribution over the headform depends fully on the compatibility of

the headform shape and the inner shell dimensions which can be influenced by the helmet

manufacturer. For this reason FRP shells are more preferable.

• Buckling of the RRP outer shell or delamination of the FRP shell did not occur when a

flat anvil was used in an impact test on the outer shell only [Mills et ai. 1991]. When a

spherical impactor was used buckling (RRP) or delamination (FRP) was present.

• Shell fracturing does not show a significant effect on the amount of energy absorbed by

the helmet. However, increased risk of injury seems to be likely due to the poorer load

distribution [Beusenberg et ai., 1993].

2.5 Specifications of the modelled helmet

The FE-model presented in this thesis represents an existing helmet mounted on a headform

as used in a R.22 impact test.

The helmet is of the full-face type and is of size 59-60 (L). The characteristics of the

components of the helmet and the headform are summarized in table 2.3.

Table 2.3: Material characteristics of the helmet (consumer size L) and the head/orm used in the impact
absorption test that is modelled.

Component

Outer shell

Protective
padding

Comfort
padding

Chin strap

Headfonn

Material

fibreglass and polyester
resin

expanded polystyrene

nylon cloth and
urethane foam

nylon webbing

aluminium

Known properties

thickness =2.2 - 3.9 mm, geometry outside·,
shell size =medium, mass =750 gr

PEPS =28-34 kg/rrt, geometry inside·, liner size =medium
mass =140 gr

thickness =9 mm

width = 25.7 mm, thickness =2.0 mm

mass = 5.6 kg, geometry of headfonn size 60 as in United
Nations (1994).

• Geometry measured using a 3D Mitutoyo coordinate measuring device at the Eindhoven University of
Technology. More details in appendix G.
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In this chapter a simplified two dimensional Finite Element Model, built in a pre-release

version of MADYMO 5.21
, will be used to simulate an R-22 impact absorption test on the top

area of a helmet. For reducing the computational time, the geometry of the model is

simplified by modelling only a sagittal cross-section of a helmeted headforrn. The objectives

of using this simplified model are:

• Determination of the suitability of the software package MADYMO for Finite Element

Modelling a motorcycle helmet.

• Performing a parametric study that gives an impression of the quality of the material

models used and the effect of certain material parameters on the resulting headform

acceleration.

• Determination of the· influence of the presence of the comfort padding liner.

The results of the simulations are compared with an experimental result of an impact test with

the full-face helmet that is presented in chapter 2.

3.1 Model description

The definitions of the global anvil coordinate system and the local headforrn coordinate

system used for all models in this thesis are shown in Figure 3.1. The origin of the local

headforrn coordinate system is situated at the centre of gravity of the headforrn as specified

in Annex 6 of the ECE-Regulation 22 [United Nations, 1994]. The orientation of the global

coordinate system coincides with the initial orientation of the local coordinate system.

The simplified reference helmet model is shown in Figure 3.1 also. It consists of an

aluminium headforrn part and a helmet part that have been given an initial velocity of 7.5 m/s

towards the steel anvil that is modelled by a rigid multibody plane. The model is expanded

to three dimensions by assigning a thickness to it perpendicular to the cross-sectional- plane,

because Finite Element Modelling in MADYMO is only possible with three dimensional

elements.

1 this version did not include the new contact algorithms for element-node contact that allow friction to be
described. When the complete MADYMO 5.2 version was available the reference run has been repeated with the
friction set to zero. The results obtained. showed no significant difference.
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prot8CtiVe Daading liner:

• SCUD1 etements
• I!ylIlInIis mat8IiaI

behaViOUr

I I :

~:::~~.~III1IIiI:~..• linear etllS1iC matenal • rigid
bel'laVlOUl • muIlitlcxtV plane

Figure 3.1: Definition of the global anvil coordinate system and the local headform coordinate system as they
are used in the remainder ofthis thesis, together with the simplified model ofa helmeted headform.

The following modelling assumptions are made:

• The headform is assumed to be rigid.

• The headform can only translate in the global z-direction perpendicular to the plane of

impact. Translations in other directions as well as rotations in every direction are

suppressed.

• The thickness of the helmet and its components are assumed to be constant along the

modelled cross-section.

• The comfort padding liner is not included in the reference model because it is generally

believed that the comfort padding liner doesn't significantly contribute to the impact

energy absorbing properties of a helmet. The thickness of the comfort liner is addedto the

protective padding liner to provide a fit of the helmet part on the headform part.

• The outer shell is completely attached to the protective padding liner. In reality this is

valid for the top area of the liner only but a contact definition between the outer shell and

the protective padding liner is CPU-time consuming and reduces the numerical stability

of the model.

• The gravitational force is not included in the model because it is negligible to the peak

headform accelerations that occur in the impact test (l g versus 200 g).

The material parameters used in the simplified reference model are based on the specifications

of the helmet used in the impact-absorption experiment shown in table 2.3. The material and

geometrical parameters used in the model are displayed in table 3.1. For the unknown

material parameters of the helmet, some assumptions are made that will.be discussed in detail.
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Table 3.1: Summary of material parameters used in the simplified model of a helmeted headform.

Component Material Element E v [-] p[kg/m3] thickness comment
model type [GPa] [mm]

Headform RIGID SHELL4+ 70.0· 0.3· 0.0· rn =0.7[kg]

Protective HYSISO SOLID 1+ fig.3.2 0.0 30.0 40.0 unloading
padding slope=25[MPa]

Outer shell ISOLIN SHELL4+ 23.87 0.325 1900 3.0

• These material parameters have no influence on the mechanical and dynamical behaviour of the headform.
E and v are of importance for the contact definition (Appendix B).

+ For more information about the element types and the number of elements used, refer to Appendix D.

Headform part: The geometry of the headform part is modelled using 52 shell elements

consisting of four nodes each, that are rigidly connected to a moving body. This body

contains the mass inertia for the headform part but has no geometry by itself. The values of

the rotational inertia are of no importance in this model because the body is connected to the

inertial space by a translational joint. The linear elastic material parameters displayed in table

3.1 are required by the MADYMO code for determining the contact force between the helmet

part and the headform part.

Between the headform part and the helmet part the frictionless, standard MADYMO 5.1,

ELEMENT-NODE contact definition, based on a penalty formulation, is used because the new

MADYMO 5.2 contact definition that includes friction was not available at that time (more

details in Appendix B).

Protective padding liner: This liner is modelled using 310 brick elements, with eight nodes

each. The material behaviour of the EPS is modelled using the MADYMO, HYSISO material

model that allows the description of the large permanent deformation (crushing) of the EPS

after an impact. A short description of this material model is given. When loaded the model

needs a loading curve for calculating the stress-strain behaviour of the material. When the

load is removed, the material unloads itself using a constant stiffness factor until the

unloading curve is reached, it then uses this unloading curve for further unloading (for more

details refer to Appendix C). The input loading and unloading curves necessary for this model

are shown in Figure 3.2 and the constant unloading stiffness factor is shown in table 3.1.

For the compression part a separate loading and unloading curve are specified. The data

for these curves are obtained from results of simple impactor experiments performed on

Expanded Poly-Styrene with density 30 kg/m3 [Happee, 1993]. The data of the tension part

is obtained from Geerars (1993). No hysteresis behaviour was modelled for tension because

there was. no experimental data available.
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Figure 3.2: Input stress versus strain curve ofEPS with a mass density of30 kg/m3
, data of compression part

from impactor tests by Happee (1993), data of tension part from tensile test by Geerars (1993).

This failure of the foam is approximated for by not increasing the stress for strains beyond

the breaking strain. It would be better if the stress would be zero for strains above the

breaking strain but the HYSISO material model does not allow this.

Outer shell: The outer shell of the helmet is modelled using 40 shell elements conSisting

of four nodes each. These elements can sustain in-plane loads as well as bending loads.

Mills et al. (1991) reported that as a result of an impact onto a flat surface the deformation

of glass fibre reinforced shells is small and no delamination occurs. Visual inspection by the

author of helmets tested under conditions similar to the simulated conditions, confirmed these

findings, For these reasons an elastic material model can be used. Furthermore it is assumed

that the material behaviour of the outer shell is isotropic because the glass-fibres in the outer

shell have a random orientation.

The material parameters used in the model are taken from Van Schalkwijk (1993) because

no data of the fibre volume fraction of the Fibreglass in the resin of the modelled outer shell

was. available. This data is valid for linear elastic material behaviour of a commonly used

glass-epoxy composite layer with a glass-fibre volume fraction of 0.5.

With respect to the position and velocity of the helmet part, only the initial values are

prescribed. During the rest of the impact, the helmet part· has no dynamic constraints applied

on it.
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Between the impactor plane and the outer shell nodes the standard MADYMO, PLANE-NODE

contact algorithm is used. A coefficient of friction of 0.3 is applied. More details about this

algorithm can be found in Appendix B.

3.2 Simulation results of the reference model

An impact test of 8.10-3 s was simulated. The timestep used equals 1.25.10-6 s and the CPU

time necessary equals approximately 13 minutes on a Silicon Graphics computer with a 180

MHz R-5000 processor. The exact mass of the headform part was unknown, because the ECE

Regulation does only prescribe the total mass of an headform nothing can be said of the mass

distribution over the headform. For this reason the (unknown) mass of the headform part is

varied to obtain a correct value for the maximum headform acceleration in the simulation.

This resulted in a mass of 0.7 kg (12.5 % of the total headform mass). The headform

accelerations of both the experiment and the simulation are shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Resulting headform acceleration obtained using the simplified reference model together with the
experimental result (with shifted time scale to fit the simulation result).

The loading and the unloading part of the curve have about the same slope as the

experimental result, a possible conclusion is that the material parameters found in literature

are of the correct order. The validity of this conclusion is determined by the correctness of

the headform mass applied.
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Two differences between test and simulation results can be observed:

• The test result shows two distinct acceleration peaks that could not be obtained with the

simulations.

• In the test result an initial low loading slope can be observed whereas the simulation result

has not such a slope.

3.3 Discussion of the results

----r---------------- :----------------------
~,/ i 1-- :::::: I

L_...._-.--v'/ :
I

~.30~--.......------....' - ---'-..,-__--1
~.2 0.0 0.2

Logarithmic shear strain H

Figure 3.4: Minimum (dashed) and maximum shear stresses versus logarithmic shear strain in strongly
deforming elements, (spikes caused by repeated loading and unloading). stress is unloading.

'L
Jl

Figure 3.5: Side view of simplified model to illustrate the position of the elements that showed the largest
positive (+) and negative (-) shear-strain values during the simulation.

The HYSISO material model used for describing the material behaviour of the protective

padding liner determines the stiffness of the material from the input stress-strain curve and

applies that value in Hook's law under the assumption that Poisons ratio is set to zero (more

details are given in Appendix C). To obtain an impression if this is allowed for describing
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the material behaviour of the EPS foam in the protective padding liner, some quantities have

been observed:

-1- The ratio CIt,nsio. at certain strain values for both experimental and simulation results.
°shear

-2- The areas in which the maximum shearing strains occurred are shown in figure 3.5.

Figure 3.4 shows the shear-stress/strain relations as they occur in these elements.

-3- Maximum compressive strain.

ad. -1- and -2- : The ratio between the tension stresses and the shear stresses calculated

by the material model equals 2 for every (shear)strain. Experimental results by Geerars (1993)

showed that this ratio equals 1.9 for tension strains at yielding and breaking of the material.

Unfortunately the model uses the same ratio for compressive strains. Positive and negative

shear strain values are expected to result in same absolute shear stress values. Figure 3.4

shows that this is not valid when the HYSISO material model is used.

ad. -3- : The maximum logarithmic compressive strain that occurs in the simulation

equals 71 %. In Figure 3.2 it can be seen that the EPS foam shows no bottoming out at this

strain level. For this reason it is reasonable to assume that the Poisson ratio is constant and

almost zero as is done in the HYSISO material model.

3.4 Parametric study

The material parameters in the reference model are literature values. By varying some

material parameters the effect of these parameters on the headform acceleration can be

investigated. This information can be used for establishing which material parameters have

to be determined more exactly for modelling the complete helmet.

This study will also give an impression if the MADYMO code is stable enough to deal with

large deformations.

The parameters varied are:

-1- The presence of a contact algorithm between headform part and helmet part.

-2- The mass of the headform part.

-3- The thickness of the outer shell.

-4- The density of the protective padding linex2.

-5- The presence of a comfort padding liner.

2 the material behaviour of the liner is also adjusted to obtain the behaviour of foam with different mass

densities. This "'" been done by app1y;ng (J(p ,) =t~r.(J(pz) [Gilchrist <taI.• 1993J nn the complete stress.

strain curve instead of the yield stress only.
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The observed quantities are:

-A- Maximum acceleration value.

-B- Shape of acceleration peak, by investigating the appearance of first acceleration peak.

-C- Duration of acceleration peak.

The results of the parametric study are summarized in table 3.2. More details about the

material parameters used in the parametric study and for the resulting headform accelerations

can be found in Appendix H.

Table 3.2: Results of the parametric study on the simplified model ofa helmeted headform. The changes are
valid for increasing (or the presence of) parameters. More details are given in appendix H.

Parameter

Contact definition

Headform mass

Thickness outer shell

Density protective padding

Comfort padding

Values

none / present

0.2, 0.7 & 1.2 kg

1,3,5 mm

20, 30 ,40 kg/m3

none / present

Maximum
acceleration

+

o

+

o

Shape of the
acceleration peak*

o

o

+

o

+

Duration

+

o

o

The appearance of the first acceleration peak.
o no obvious change'
+/- increasing/decreasing value.

The presence of the contact definition between the headform part and the helmet part causes

the maximum headform acceleration strongly to decrease. This is a result of the lower

contribution of the elements not situated directly underneath the headform to the stiffness of

the model.

Increasing the mass of the headform leads to lower and longer acceleration signals. The

maximum force on the headform however increases for higher headform masses, this results

in large strains in the protective padding liner (compression up to 81 % for the largest

headform mass).

Increasing the thickness of the outer shell increases both stiffness and mass of the outer shell.

This influences the shape of the headform acceleration signal, but does not contribute to the

maximum value.
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Varying the density of the protective padding liner with the corresponding adjustments of the

material behaviour, showed that for the lowest density applied, the maximum strain equals

84 %. This indicates that bottoming out of the foam will occur.

A comfort padding liner is added to the model by applying a very low stiffness for

compressive strains up to 80 % on the two element rows nearest to the headform, as described

in Appendix H. This causes the thickness of the remaining protective padding liner modelled

to be smaller than in the simulation without comfort liner. For this reason it is expected that

the maximum strains in the protective liner will be larger and thus the maximum headform

acceleration will increase. This does however not happen.

From the simulation results it may be concluded that the initial, low loading slope of the

headform acceleration may be caused by the comfort padding liner. It can also be observed

that this liner contributes to the presence of the first acceleration peak, as is also concluded

by Gilchrist et ai. (1993).

3.5 Conclusions and recommendations

The results obtained with the simplified model show that MADYMO can be used to build a

model of a complete helmet. It allows contact definition between the headform and the helmet

part in a satisfying manner and handles contact between the outer shell and the impactor plane

very well.

For each component the following conclusions and recommendations can be drawn:

Outer shell: The linear elastic material model seems to give a good description of the

material behaviour. It has to be reminded however that the material parameters used in the

model are not based on the exact specifications of the outer shell of this particular helmet

modelled. Although the effect of altering the thickness of the outer shell on the headform

acceleration values is low, it has to be considered that, due to it's simplified two dimensional

geometry, the effect of the outer shell on the headform acceleration is lower than in reality.

For this. reason it is recommended to determine the material parameters of the outer shell for

the complete helmet model by a material experiment.
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Protective padding liner: The HYSISO material model used for the description of the

material behaviour of the protective padding liner has some limitations:

• The Poisson ratio is set to zero. This is only valid until bottoming out of the foam occurs.

An investigation of the stresses and strains that occur in the elements of the protective

padding liner of the reference model, shows that no bottoming out appears unless the

density was lowered to 20 kg/m3
.

• The HYSISO material model calculates shear stresses incorrectly. It is expected that positive

and negative shear strains will result in the same absolute values for the resulting shear

stress. When the HYSISO material model is used this is not true. It has to be checked if this

effect can be neglected in the three dimensional model of the complete helmet. If it cannot,

the use of an alternative material model has to be considered.

Comfort padding liner: The effect of the presence of the comfort liner is significant for

the shape of the headform acceleration peak but not for the maximum acceleration value and

the duration of the peak. This means that the comfort liner has no influence on the impact

energy dissipated by the model. Unfortunately the low stiffness of this liner in the model

causes problems with the numerical stability of the model. A solution for this problem is to

leave out the comfort liner and to assume a gap between the headform and the protective

padding liner in the complete helmet model.
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4 The complete helmet model
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This chapter contains the results of the three dimensional FE-model of the complete helmet.

As with the simplified model, this model will be used to simulate an R.22-impact absorption

test on the top area of the helmet. From the simulation results some interesting conclusions

are drawn.

4.1 Model description

Figure 4.1: The complete helmet model. consisting ofa helmeted rigid headform in an ECE-R022 impact test
set up for impacts on the top area (impact point P) together with the coordinate systems used.

The model, shown in Figure 4.1 consists of a helmet mounted on a headform which has an

initial velocity of 7.5 m/s towards a rigid plane. Its outer shell consists of 880 shell elements

and the protective padding liner is modelled by 636 brick elements. These elements connect

1604 nodes (more information about the elements can be found in Appendix D). The helmet

and the headform modelled are the same as those modelled in the reference model. Their

material characteristics are shown in table 2.2 (chapter 2). Also the definition of the

coordinate systems used is the same (Figure 4.1).

To obtain geometry data, the geometries of the outer shell and the protective padding liner

are measured at the Eindhoven University of Technology using a 3D Mitutoyo coordinate

measuring device (for more details refer to Appendix G).
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The following modelling assumptions have been made:

• The headform is assumed to behave as being undeformable (rigid).

• The effect of the comfort liner is approximated by modelling a gap of 9 mm between the

top of the headform surface and the inner surface of the protective padding liner. This

equals the thickness of the comfort padding liner.

• The headform is only allowed to translate in global z-direction as shown in Figure 4.1. All

rotations by the headform are suppressed because no large headform rotations are expected.

• The outer shell is connected to the protective padding liner.

Furthermore some simplifications have been carried out:

• The chin strap is not included in the model.

• Friction between headform and helmet is not modelled (MADYMO 5.1 contact definitions).

• The chin pieces of the helmet's padding and the neck curtain (Figure 2.1) are not included

in the model because they consist largely of comfort padding.

When the material parameters of the simplified reference model were used in the complete

model, the headform acceleration proved to be too large. For an top impact of the helmeted

head the stress distribution along the volume of the protective padding liner has to be

symmetrical with respect to the median plane of the headform. When the material model of

the protective padding liner of the reference model was applied the stress distribution was not

symmetrical. For this reason a different material model has been applied. As a result the

material parameters had to be adjusted. The way this has been done is described for each

component individually and the material parameters are summarized in table 4.1.

Outer shell: To obtain material parameters that are valid for the material of the outer shell

of the modelled helmet, static stiffness tests as described in United Nations (1994) were

conducted on the outer shell only and -have been simulated using a constant outer shell

thickness. In this test a complete helmet shell is placed between two parallel plates. One of

these plates can translate towards the other plate in the direction perpendicular to the plates.

A prescribed force is applied on this plane and its displacement is measured. The

experimental and simulation results can be found in Appendix E and the resulting material

parameters in table 4.1.

Protective padding liner: A different material model had to be used. Unfortunately the

Hypo-Elastic material model of Van Schalkwijk (1993) was not available at that time,

therefore the MADYMO Elasto-plastic material model is applied. This model uses an isotropic

hardening law based on the Von Mises yield criterion (for more details refer to Appendix C).
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The yield function used for this material model is shown in Figure 4.2 together with two

stress-strain relations found in literature [Kastner et al. 1987 and Miltz et al. 1989].

01";==:::;;::;:==::::;::;::=,--------7
- Reference model

........ Miltz el al. 1989

........ Kostner et al. 1987

-I

-2

-2-+-3-------~2-----~--1---------!O

Logarithmic strain [-)

Figure 4.2: Stress-strain behaviour of the EPS in the protective padding liner. Absolute values of the stresses
and strains shown are used as hardening function in elasto-plastic material model.

Table 4.1: Summary of material parameters used in the complete model of a helmeted headform.

Component Material Element E [GPa] v [-] p[kg/m3] thickness comment
model type [mm]

Headform SHELL4+ 70.0· 0.3· 0.0· •RIGID mass =
5.6 [kg]

Protective sOLIoI+ 1.77'10-3 0.0 58.7··· •• O"yield=O·32ISOPLA
padding [MPa]

Outer shell ISOLIN SHELL4+ 8.54 0.325 2082··· 3.0

* These material parameters have ·00 influence· on the mechanical and dynamical behaviour of the headfonn.
E and v are of importance for the contact definition (appendix B).

•• Geometry measured at Eindhoven University of Technology (appendix G).
••• To account for the mass of the helmet components that are not included in the model, the mass densities have

been adjusted (appendix E).
+ For more information on element types used and amount of elements used, refer to Appendix D.

The helmet is placed on the headform conform the ECE-R022/04 requirements [United

Nations, 1994]. However, the requirement that the helmet has to be placed on the headform

using a pre-load of 50 N, could not be met due to the fact that the comfort liner is modelled

bya gap.
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4.2 Simulation results

Simulating an impact of 15'10-3 s while using a time step of 2.5'10-6 s took approximately

16 minutes on a Silicon Graphics computer with a 180 MHz, R-5000 processor.
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Figure 4.3: Headform acceleration (resultant) ofsimulation and experiment, aligned with the simulation results
using headform velocity as criterion).

Figure 4.3 shows the resulting headform acceleration obtained with the complete helmet

model in comparison with the R.22-impact test results. Because the moment in time when the

impact took place was not measured, the results are shifted by aligning the headform

velocities of the experiment with the one of the simulation.

The simulation results resemble the experimental results quite well. The only difference is that

the unloading slope seems to appear too late in the simulation results causing the second peak

value to be too large.

To obtain information on the impact energy absorbing properties of the model, the headform

velocity obtained by the simulation is compared with the experimental result in Figure 4.5.

The experimental headform velocity is obtained by integrating the measured headform

acceleration and applying the boundary condition that the initial velocity equals 7.5 mls.

The dissipation of energy by the model can be found by subtracting the kinetic energy of

the headform before the impact with the one after the impact. In the simulation the headform

velocity after the impact equals 5.0 mls whereas the headform velocity in the experiment

equals 1.5 mls. This means that the energy dissipation by the model is too low.
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4.3 Interpretation of the results
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Figure 4.4: Position of node on the moving helmet part that is followed for a better understanding of the
simulation and experimental results (marked with a dot).

By observing the kinematics of the helmet model during the impact it can be concluded that

the resulting headform acceleration is influenced by two phenomena, the mechanical

properties of the material between the headform and the point of impact, and the dynamic

behaviour of the rest of the helmet that will be refered to as the moving helmet part from now

on.

To obtain an impression of how these phenomena influence the headform acceleration, the

velocity of the headform is compared with the velocity of a node situated on the moving

helmet part (Figure 4.4). These velocities are plotted in Figure 4.5 for global z-direction. A

more detailed analysis showed that the nodal displacements and velocities in x- and y

direction did not contribute to a better understanding of the impact behaviour of the helmet.

For this reason these properties are not considered.
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Figure 4.5: Simulated headform velocity in z-direction compared with velocity ofnodes on moving helmet part
and experimental result. Timing of experimental result is adjusted to coincide with simulation
result.
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Figure 4.6: Simulated headform acceleration to illustrate the periods in time discussed.
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t = 5.5-6.{{ ms t =6.6-8.2 ms t = 8.2- end ofsimulation

* = appearance offirst acceleration peak.

** = appearance ofsecond acceleration peak.

Figure 4.7: Schematic overview of the dynamical behaviour of the helmeted headform during an impact. Vn=nodal velocity on moving helmet part, V!if = velocity of headform.

The effect on the headform acceleration by both the dynamical behaviour and the mechanical

behaviour of the helmet during impact is illustrated in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. It will be

discussed for each time interval defined in Figure 4.6.

-1- Both helmet and headform move towards the impactor plane. The helmet hits the

impactor plane and its velocity decreases to zero. The headform keeps its initial velocity.

-2- The amount of force applied on the headform by the protective padding liner, increases

due to increasing compression and by the fact that the moving helmet part presses the
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liner more firmly against the headform by its inertia. As a result the headform

acceleration increases until the helmet velocity becomes 0 mls.

-3- The helmet part then moves back towards the impactor plane. The protective padding

liner will be pressed less firmly against the headform causing the headform acceleration

to decrease.

At t = 4.9 ms the headform acceleration starts to increase again. This is due to the fact

that the mechanical behaviour of the protective padding liner predominates the dynamical

effect of the moving helmet part as a result of the firm compression of the protective

padding liner.

-4- The inertia of the moving helmet part increase the effect of the compression of the

protective padding liner and the headform acceleration increases further until maximum

compression of the protective padding liner is reached.

-5- The headform moves away from the impactor plane causing the protective padding liner

to unload itself. As a result the headform acceleration decreases.

-6- The moving helmet part also bounces back from the impactor plane. This results in a

helmet velocity even larger than the headform velocity. The helmet now pushes the

headform away from the impactor plane· causing the headform acceleration to decrease

less for a while.

4.4 Parametric study

A parametric study is conducted to obtain insight in the amount to which a material parameter

contributes to the resulting headform acceleration and the energy dissipation of the model.

The simulation results of this· study are given in Appendix 1.

The quantities observed in the parametric study are:

• The maximum headform acceleration in the first and second acceleration peaks (~eakl'

~ak2)'

• The change of the shape of the signal. For this reason the ratio of the first and second

acceleration peak relative to the local minimum between these peaks is determined using

(4.1)s= apeak] -amin

a peak2 -amin

in which apeak] =maximum acceleration value of first peak

a peak2 =maximum acceleration value of second peak

amin =acceleration value of local minimum between both peaks

• The energy absorption by the helmet during the impact is determined by subtracting the

kinetic energy of the headform before impact with the one after the impact. The change
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of this value relative to the energy absorption of the original model is determined for

increasing parameters.

Table 4.2: Results of the parameter study performed on the complete helmet model. The effects are valid for
increasing parameters from -30% to +30%.

parameter level ~ald ~ak2 Ratio between Energy
peak 1 & 2 absorption

Protective padding

Eprot. padding -30% +30% + + + +

Pprot. padding -30% +30% 0 0 0 0

(Jyield,prot. padding -30% +30% ++ ++ +

Outer shell

Eouler shell -30% +30% 0 0 0

Pouler shell -30% +30% ++ 0 + 0

gap -33% +33% + 0

Change of observed quantity when parameter is increased from lowest to highest value:
o less than 5%
-/+ decrease/increase in absolute value with more than 5%
--/++ decrease/increase in absolute value with more than 15%

Table 4.2 shows the effect of increasing parameters on the quantities stated above.

Altering the material parameters of the protective padding liner shows that both the Young's

modulus and the yield stress have significant effect on the level of the peak acceleration

values as well as on the shape of the acceleration peak. Also the energy absorption is

influenced by these parameters. However, when the density of the foam is increased without

altering the other parameters no significant effect can be observed.

The outer shell influences the shape of the acceleration peak (i.e. the appearance of the first

acceleration peak and the unloading behaviour of the helmet). The fact that its effect on the

energy absorbing properties of the helmet is negligible is due to the fact that an ideal elastic

material behaviour is assumed.

Increasing the gap between the protective padding and the headform leads to a lower

minimum between the two acceleration peaks and to lower peak acceleration values. A similar

effect is observed in test results by Mills et al. (1992). They used a flat striker that impacted

a fullface thermoplastic helmet that was well strapped down and one that was loosely strapped

down. A decreasing second peak value and a lower minimum between the two peaks for the

loosely strapped down helmet could be observed.
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4.5 Conclusions and discussion
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The three dimensional model of the complete helmet confirms the observations by Gilchrist

et ai. (1993) that the impact load is applied to the headform by two mechanisms. These are

the crushing of the foam material and the dynamical behaviour of the outer regions of the

shell.

From the simulation results the following conclusions can be drawn with respect to the

contribution of the helmet components to the acceleration of the headform:

Outer shell: The dynamic behaviour of the outer shell causes the appearance of the first

acceleration peak and influences the unloading behaviour of the helmet. The simulation results

show that it does not significantly contribute to the absorption of the impact energy. This is

not realistic because in reality the real Fibre Reinforced Plastic outer shell will show

hysteresis behaviour [Mills et ai.,1988] and have a strain rate dependent stiffness [Mills et ai.,

1991] and thus also contribute to the absorption of the impact energy. The latter effect can

be approximated by adding a damping parameter to the material model. However no

experimental data is available from which a realistic damping parameter can be defined. An

other reason for leaving out this damping is that it dramatically increases the computational

time necessary for simulating the impact.

Protective padding liner: The second headform acceleration peak occurs when maximum

compression of the protective padding liner is reached. This means that the appearance of this

peak is determined by the·mechanical behaviour of this liner. From the simulation results it

can also be concluded that the material behaviour of the protective padding liner has a

significant influence on the energy absorption of the helmet. It proved to be impossible to

attain the impact energy absorption of the real helmet when using realistic material

parameters. Two reasons can be found for this.

- The Yield law of the elasto-plastic material behaviour assumes incompressible material

behaviour during Yielding. This is not correct for describing the crushing behaviour of

EPS, which is highly compressible until bottoming out occurs. For this reason the

stresses in z-direction will be higher than the prescribed stress in the Yield function

during the yielding of the foam thus causing the values of the headform acceleration to

become too large. For obtaining realistic maximum headform acceleration values the

elastic part in the material model of the protective padding liner, during which a Poisson

ratio of zero is applied, is chosen larger than in reality. This has been done by using a

low Young's modulus (80 % of the lowest value found in literature in table 2.1) and a
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relative high yield stress (30 % higher than the largest reported value in table 2.1). This

causes a smaller part of the EPS foam to yield than in reality thus decreasing the amount

of impact energy absorbed by the protective padding liner in the model.

- There is no friction modelled between the headform and the protective padding liner.

Adding friction to the model is expected to increase its energy absorbing properties.
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5 Model validation

The model of chapter 4 is validated by simulating different impact conditions. These are

summarized in table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Summary of the impact conditions used for validating the complete helmet model.

Impact point Vinitial [m/s] Experimental data source

Frontal (B)

Rear (R)

Lateral (X)

7.0

7.5

7.5

Experiments by Beusenberg et al. (1993) (ECE-R022/03)

ECE-R022/04 approval test result

ECE-R022/04 approval test result

The exact positions of these impact points are specified in the ECE-Regulation 022 by United

Nations (1994) and the initial positions of the numerical model are shown in Figure 5.1.

I
I
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Frontal impact point (B) Rearimpact point (X) Lateral impact point (R) Definition of coordinate systems

Figure 5.1: Impact points modelled for validation of the numerical model of the complete helmet, conform
ECE-Regulation 022104 together with the definition of the coordinate systems used.

When an impact on the top area of the helmet is applied the rotations of the headform can

be considered very small. For this reason the rotations of the headform were suppressed in

the model presented in chapter 4. Also the initial position of the helmet in posterior-anterior

direction with respect to the headform was chosen more or less arbitrarily. When simulating

impacts from different directions this proved to be not correct. For this reason the model of

chapter 4 has been adapted in five manners:

• The initial headform position with respect to the helmet is altered by lowering the gap

between the protective padding liner and the headform underneath the frontal impact point.

• The headform can move freely through the inertial space by using a FREE-JOINT.

• As a result the headform's rotational inertia is also of importance. These inertia properties

however are not prescribed in the ECE-Regulation 022. For this reason they are estimated
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to be the same as the inertia properties of the headform of a 50 percentile Hybrid III
dummy (see table 5.2).

• The modelling of a chinstrap was necessary. This has been done by connecting the helmet

to the headform as shown in Figure 5.1.

• For reasons of stability it proved that friction between the headform and the helmet had

to be included in the model. This was possible because the new MADYMO 5.2 version

allows the description of friction was available now (for more details see Appendix B).

• The coefficient of friction between the helmet and the multibody plane is lowered from

0.3 to 0.15.

The model parameters necessary for the adaptation of the model are summarized in table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Additional modelling parameters used for the adapted model.

Altered characteristic

Friction helmet-headform

Friction helmet-plane

Inertia headform

Addition chinstrap

5.1 Frontal impact

Parameters used

Coefficient of friction =0.10 [-]

Coefficient of friction =0.15 [-]

Ix = 0.02077, Iy =0.02/48, Iz = 0.0146 [kg m 2
]

MADYMO belt model using 0.5 . stiffness function for car belts

The fIrst impact point used for validating the model is the frontal impact point. The initial

position for this point is obtained by rotating both helmet and headform by -700 about the

global y-axis as shown in Figure 5.1.

The simulation results are compared with experimental results that were obtained from the

paper by Beusenberg et al. (1993). Beusenberg et ai. (1993) tested four helmets of the same

type as the one modelled in this thesis and measured the headform accelerations with respect

to the local headform coordinate system together with the anvil reaction forces in inertial

directions as shown in Figure 5.1.

From these tests the average values +/.;. the standard deviation are determined and timed with

the moment of impact. The simulation results are shown in Figure 5.2.
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When the simulation results are compared with the experimental results the following may

be observed:

• The maximum values of the headform acceleration values are of correct order except for

the acceleration in y-direction. The reason for this last observation is that both helmet and

headform in the model are placed symmetrically with respect to the median plane of the

headform whereas it is impossible to place a real helmet in such a manner.

• The moment in time when the accelerations appear lies very close to the experimental

results. This means that the initial relative position of the headform with respect to the

helmet is of correct order for this impact direction.

• The anvil reaction forces show the same tendencies as the experimental results but do not

show al the details of the experimental results. This is especially true for the reaction force

in x-direction that is caused by friction between helmet and anvil.

• Both the peak values of the headform acceleration and the anvil reaction forces appear at

a later moment in time then the experimental peak values. This indicates that the stiffness

of the model is too low for simulating a frontal impact.

Furthermore it is observed that an unrealistically large compression of the protective padding

at the front edge of the helmet occurred. This indicates also that the stiffness of the protective

padding liner modelled is too low at the front edge. It was also observed that the rotation of

the headform relative to the helmet model is larger than in reality. This will also contribute

to the large deformation.

5.2 Rear impact

The adapted model is also used for simulating a rear impact as described in EeE-Regulation

022. For this reason both headform and helmet are rotated by 70° about the global y-axis. The

test results are displayed in Figure 5.3 together with the resultant acceleration in the

experiment. Unfortunately no usable data was available of the accelerations in local directions.

The experimental results have been shifted to fit the simulation results because the moment

in time when the helmet hits the anvil in the experiment is unknown..

The results show that the model gives a reasonable description of the headform

acceleration occurring during a rear impact. The only difference between the experimental and

the simulation result is that in the unloading part of the headform acceleration the simulation

result seems to stagnate at approximately 95 g whereas the experimental result decreases at

almost constant rate. As described in chapter 4, this is caused by the helmet bouncing back

from the impactor plane and hitting the headform.
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Figure 5.3: Headform acceleration (resultant) for rear impact (impact point R) according to ECE-R022/04.
Simulation results in local directions and resulting acceleration together with resulting
experimental values.

A remark has to be made. The elasto-plastic material model used for modelling the protective

padding liner, assumes incompressible yield behaviour. As a result the compression of the

elements of the protective padding liner will result in larger displacements of the nodes of the

protective padding liner along the headform elements than in reality. As a result the nodes

at the edge of the protective padding liner will be pushed away between the outer shell and

the headform. This happens at such a high rate, that numerical problems may occur when

larger impact velocities are to be simulated.

5.3 Lateral impact

The numerical model proved to be not suitable for modelling a lateral impact. The reason is

that the headform rotates too much. This is caused by the fact that a large gap between

headform and helmet exists as a result of not modelling the comfort foam and the chin parts

of the helmet.

5.4 Top impact

To check if the model with the alterations of table 5.2 applied on it is still capable of

describing an impact at the top area of the helmet correctly, the simulation results of an
impact on the top area are included in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Simulation results ofan impact on the top area (impact point P) ofa helmeted headform according
to ECE-R022/04.

These simulation results show that the peak values of the headform acceleration are too large

which indicates that the stiffness of the model is too high at this point of impact. The shape

of the acceleration signal however resembles the experimental result better than the results

obtained using the reference model of chapter 4 which indicates that the initial position with

respect to the helmet is also very important.

5.5 Conclusions and discussion

For validating the three dimensional helmet model as presented in chapter 4, it proved to be

necessary to apply some alterations on that model. The most important alterations were the

application of a FREE-JOINT that allows free headform translation and rotation, the

application of a chinstrap to prevent excessive rotation if the headformrelative to the helmet,

and the application of a different initial position of the headform with respect to the helmet.

This position is determined using the fact that the moment in time when the helmet hit the

anvil was known for the frontal impact test.

The results for different impact conditions show that the altered model is capable of giving

reasonable descriptions of the headform acceleration for impact points located on the median

headform plane. However when the results for each impact point individually are observed,

it can be concluded that the stiffness of the helmet model is not correct for frontal and top

impacts and that the headform rotations relative to the helmet are too large for frontal and

lateral impacts. Two reasons can be found for this:
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- The mass density and thus the stiffness of the protective padding liner is not constant as

is assumed in the model. In reality the mass density of the padding material is lower than

assumed at the top area and larger than assumed at the frontal area.

- The headform rotations are too large because the assumed gap between the headform and

the helmet model for obtaining the effect of the comfort padding liner. Although this liner

will not contribute to the energy absorbing properties of the helmet, it will contribute to

the fixation of the helmet on the headforrn by means of friction at areas remote from the

point of impact.

From this summary it can be concluded that the model can be improved by including the

comfort padding or at least account for its friction on the headform, and by including the

material behaviour of the foam with the different mass densities as used in the protective

padding liner.
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In this thesis a three dimensional Finite Element Model of a helmet mounted on a headform

is presented. With this model an R.22 impact absorption test is simulated for different impact

points. The material parameters applied in the model show good resemblance with the values

found in literature.

The model proved to be capable of giving reasonable good descriptions of the headform

accelerations that occur during impacts on a flat anvil at points situated on the median

headform plane. When the peak values of the resultant headform acceleration are considered,

the model proves to predict the experimental values within a 12 % range for impacts at the

top area of the helmet. For frontal and rear impacts the predictions are even better than for

the impact at the top area. However, the timing of the acceleration peaks can be improved.

This is probably caused by the assumption that the mass density of the protective padding

liner is constant, which is not true for the helmet modelled.

Unfortunately it was not possible to simulate lateral impacts because the rotation of the

headform relative to the helmet became too large. This is caused by the assumption that the

effect of the comfort padding liner can be estimated by applying a gap between the headform

and the protective padding liner. This means that there is no fixation of the helmet on the

headform by means of friction at areas remote from the point of impact.

The model offers also more insight in the phenomena that influence the headform acceleration

during an impact. For an impact at the top area it can be observed that the first acceleration

peak is caused by the· inertia of the outer regions of the outer shell that presses the protective

padding liner more or less firmly against the headform and that the second acceleration peak

is caused by the compression of the protective padding liner. This could not be observed

when a two dimensional model was used for simulating an impact under similar conditions.

It would be interesting to see if the phenomena observed during an impact at the top area

of the helmet in the model are also present in reality. High speed film recordings of a frontal

impact confirm that indeed large deformations of the helmet occur during an impact. For this

reason it is recommended to perform an impact test at the top area of the helmet and make

high speed film recordings from a lateral point of view. Measuring the anvil reaction forces

together with the moment of impact is also strongly recommended.

As a result of the relatively coarse mesh applied, the model uses only a small amount of

CPU-time (16 minutes). This and the fact that the phenomena that influence the headform
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acceleration can be found in the simulation results, makes the model very suitable for trend

investigation.

While developing this model the choice has been made to use the level and the shape of the

headform acceleration signal as criteria for optimization. When doing so it proved to be

impossible to obtain the same amount of energy absorption by the model as in the

experimental result when applying realistic material parameters on the elasto-plastic material

model for the protective padding liner and on the elastic material model for the outer shell.

For improving the energy absorbtion in the model the use of different material models is

recommended. Good candidates for the protective padding liner·are, the new HONEYCOMB

material model available in MADYMO 5.2, or an improved version of the foam model by Van

Schalkwijk (1993), that will probably be implemented in a future release ofMADYMO. For the

outer shell an amount of damping can be added to the linear elastic behaviour to obtain

energy absorption. However, it has to be determined if this is really necessary because of the

strongly increasing CPU-time as a result of the lower time step necessary.

During the project it proved that the material parameters available proved to be insufficient

available or not accurate enough. For example: the Young's moduli found in literature for

Expanded Polystyrene with a mass density of 30 kg/m3 vary from 2.25 to 14 MPa. The

parametric study of chapter 4 showed that this Young's modulus has large influence on both

the energy absorption by the model as well as on the level of the peak acceleration values.

This example illustrates that material tests of the materials· used. in the real helmet are

necessary. The conditions of these tests have to be specified accurately for allowing numerical

simulations of such tests to obtain correct material parameters for the model.

From the discussion in this chapter, the following conclusions and recommendations for the

future development of the model can be drawn.

• Material tests of the materials used in the specific helmet modelled are necessary.

• The comfort padding liner has to be included in the model, especially when simulating

impacts at points out of the median headform plane.

• For this particular helmet the material behaviour of the different mass densities applied in

the protective padding liner has to· be included in the model.

• The R.22 impact absorbtion test is suitable for validating the model. However it is strongly

recommended that the anvil reaction forces and the moment in time at which the helmet

hits the anvil are measured for simplifying this validation. For measuring the deformation

of the helmet high speed filming can be applied.
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Appendix A: Impact absorption test according ECE Regulation 22/04

A-I

In this section a short review will be given of the most important features used in the impact

absorption test according to the ECE-Regulation 022 with the 4th series of amendments (R.22 impact

test) as specified in United Nations (1994).

In the R.22 impact test the impact absorption capacity of a motorcycle helmet is determined by

recording the acceleration time history imparted to a headform fitted with a helmet, when dropped in

guided free fall at a specific impact velocity (7.5 m/s + 0.15, -0 m/s) upon a fixed steel anvil.

The steel anvil has to stand on a steel or concrete base of at least 500 kg. Two anvil types are used,

a flat one or a kerbstone shaped one of which the dimensions are prescribed in the regulation.

Five helmets are to be tested under different ambient conditions. Four tests will be performed using

helmets that are conditioned at different temperatures (two tests at 25°C ± 5°C, one at 50°C ± 2°C and

one at -20°C ± 2°C). One test is to be performed using a helmet that is exposed to an amount of

ultraviolet radiation.

Each test shall be carried out with 4 impact points on one helmet on the points B, X, P and R as

shown in Figure A.l ~ in· this sequence.

•

•
x

•

Figure A.I: Impact points as used in the impact absorption test according to ECE-R022104.

The way the helmet has to be positioned on the headform is prescribed in annex 5 of United

Nations (1994). The most important demands are that the helmet shall be adjusted to the headform

with a pre-load of 50 N applied on the crown of the helmet and that some conditions concerning the

position of the helmet are full-filled.

The headform used in the R.22 impact test should be made of a metal with characteristics such that

the headform presents no resonance frequency below 3000 Hz.

The headforms used at TNO are made of aluminium. The geometry of the headform is prescribed in

Annex 6 of United Nations (1994) for sizes 50 to 62. Also the headform masses are prescribed. The

headform used in this thesis is of size 60 and has a mass of 5.6 kg. The rotational inertia of the

headform are not prescribed.

The absorption efficiency shall be considered sufficient if the maximum acceleration measured at

the centre of gravity of the headform does not exceed 275 g (1 g ::;: 9.81 m/;) and if the Head Injury

Criterion (HIC) does not exceed 2400.
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Appendix B: The MADYMO contact definitions

In the simplified model and in the three dimensional model of chapter 4 two types of

standard MADYMO 5.1 contact definitions are used. When the model was validated the

MADYMO 5.2 contact definition became available. This includes a better search algorithm for

detecting contact and allows the description of friction.

The ELEMENT-NODE contact definition defines contact between the headform part and the

helmet part and the PLANE-NODE definition is used for defining contact between the outer

shell of the helmet part and the impactor plane. A short description can also be found in TNO

(1994) and TNO (1996).

ELEMENT-NODE contact

Element nodes of the less stiff material are checked against contact with element surfaces

of the stiffest material. When contact is detected a penalty function formulation is used to

calculate a reaction force in normal direction perpendicular on the element surface.

The principle of determining the reaction force will be given.

First the bulk modulus K of the stiffest material is determined according to equation (B.l)

K- E
3'(1-2v)

(Rl)

in which E Young's modulus and v the Poisson ratio represent of the material. Using the bulk

modulus K in equation (B.2) together with the area A and the volume V of the contacted

element gives the contact stiffness between the element and the node.

K'A 2

kcontact = V
(R2)

This stiffness can be adjusted using a penalty factor pf The contact force normal· to the

contact surface (Fn) now can be determined using the contact stiffness kcontact' the penalty

factor pf and the penetration of the node in the element u, using equation B.3.

(B.3)

This force is applied on the contacting node and on the element contacted. The contact

definition ofMADYMO 5.1 doesn't calculate a friction component in the plane of contact. The
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contact definition of MADYMO 5.2 has the ability to calculate a friction force Ff in plane of
the element surface. This is achieved using:

(B.4)

where j(dvplane) is a user defined coefficient of friction as a function of the relative velocity

dVplane' This friction force is applied in opposite direction of the relative velocity. This

formulation can introduce vibrations in the model whenj(dvplane=O) *" O.

For this reason the coefficient of friction is defined as being zero in the model for relative

velocities up to 0.05 and 0.1 for relative velocities > 0.08. For relative velocities between
these values linear interpolation is used.

In this thesis the following parameters are used:
Table B.l: Element-node parameters used for defining contact between the helmet and the headform.

Material parameters are valid for stiffest contacting material (headform).

Model E modulus [GPa] Poisson ratio [-] Penalty factor [-] Coefficient of
friction [-]

Simplified model 70 0.3 0.3 *

(chapter 3)

Complete model 70 0.3 0.3 *
(chapter 4)

Validation models 70 0.3 0.3 0.1
(chapter 5)

* Not available when the simplified and the complete model of chapter 4 we~e build.

PLANE-NODE contact

The PLANE-NODE contact definition applies a normal impulse on the contacting node and
the contact surface (= multibody plane), based on the relative velocity of these two such that
the component of the relative velocity between the contacting node and the contact plane
perpendicular to that plane becomes zero. Also a tangential impulse based on the Coulomb
friction model will be calculated, Le. the tangential impulse equals the product of the normal
impulse and a friction coefficient. The coefficient of friction applied in the simplified model

equals 0.3. For the validated three dimensional model this is lowered to 0.15.
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Appendix C: The material models used.

First a general remark has to be made. Very little literature data of these material models is

available. For this reason this appendix only illustrates the basic principles of the material

models. It is not pretended to give an exact mathematical description of the models.

C.I The HYSISO material model

The HYSISO material model is used in the model for modelling the material behaviour of the

BPS of the protective padding liner in the simplified model. It is a general non-linear material

characterisation based on Hooke's law for linear elastic materials and allows the description
of large permanent deformations.

The model needs the following input:

• A loading and an unloading curve that have to be specified using tabulated Cauchy stress

versus logarithmic strain data. These input curves can be obtained using simple impactor

experiments or hydrostatic compression tests.

• A stiffness factor that is used for describing the unloading behaviour between the loading
and the unloading curve.

The way this model works will first be explained using a one dimensional example.

During loading of the material modelled the model will apply the stress-strain relation ship

that has been given as input loading curve in the loading direction. When unloading occurs,

the stresses will decrease using the stiffness factor that has to be specified until the unloading

curve is reached. For further unloading this curve will be used.

For applying this principle in three dimensions a variant of Hooke's law is used by this

model. It applies v =0 and uses different stiffnesses for the x,y and z directions as shown
in equation C.I.
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Kx 0 0 0 0 0
O'x

0 Ky 0 0 0 0
ex

O'y
0 0 K z 0 0 0

ey

O'z
Kxy

e z (C.l)
= 0 0 0 0 0 . =K·e =0'

'txy 2 "txy
-- -

'tyZ 0 0 0 0
Kyz 0 "tyZ
2

'tzx
0 0 0 0 0

Ku 'Yzx
2

The methodology used by this model is as follows:

MADYMO calculates the (shear)strains occurring in an element out of the nodal

displacements for every direction ~ ex,y,z and 'Yxy,yz,zx are nOw known.

- For each strain direction a stiffness is determined from the input curve as illustrated in

figure C.I ~ ~,y,z and ~y,yz,zx are now known. (It was not obvious if the strain quantities
on tj+1 or tj are used).

0' - - - - - _.k-:..--1t-- K

Figure C.I:

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

.1

illustration of stiffness determination by the HYSISO material model.

- The new (shear)stresses are determined by substituting the obtained stiffness matrix in
equation C.2.

(C.2)
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This model has some limitations. Firstly, the Poisson ratio is neglected. When an input stress

strain curve obtained with a free compression test is used (i.e. a piece of foam compressed

between two parallel planes), this will result in lower stresses in element coordinate system

directions than in reality, especially when bottoming-out occurs.

This problem can be reduced by using a stress-strain curve obtained using a hydrostatic

compression test. This curve now includes also the effects of the Poisson ratio not being zero

and even includes the effect of the increasing Poisson ratio when the EPS starts to bottom out.

The second limitation is that the shear-stress stiffnesses are determined incorrect for two

reasons.

- The first reason is that the HYSISO model uses a non-constant, momentary stiffness to

replace the constant Young's modulus in Hooke's law. This is not correct because Hooke's

law applies only when E is constant.

- The second reason is that the shear-stress stiffnesses are determined from the same stress

strain relationship as for determining the normal stresses. As a result shear-stress stiffnesses

for negative shear-strains will be different than for positive shear-strains. For symmetrical

loading conditions this results in non-symmetrical deformation where symmetrical

deformation is expected. This yields especially when the pressure part of the input curve

is differs completely from the tension part.

C.2 The ISOPLA material model

For modelling the material behaviour of the EPS foam in the protective padding The

constitutive equations used in the ISOPLA material model are derived from the basic equations
for time-independent elasto-plasticity.

N.B. The Einstein notation is used for the equations in this appendix. This means that a

repeated subscript indicates a summation of the index that is repeated for the values 1, 2 and

3.
Example:

A short description of the material model and it assumptions is given.

Assumptions:

• The Von Mises yield criterion is valid.
This criterion states that yielding initiates as

with: (Tl,2 and 3 stresses in principle directions.
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(C.3)

y(K) the yield stress in a I-D tensile test that depends on the hardening

parameter K

<I> yield function. If <I> < 0 the material behaviour is purely elastic. IF <1>=0,

yielding occurs and <I> > 0 cannot occur.

• Associated plasticity is valid. This means that the direction of the strain rates is normal to

the yield surface defined by equation C.3. The plastic strain rates may then be obtained

using the associated flow rule of equation C.4

t .p ='A 0 0<1>
IOcr.

I

(C.4)

with A the 'plastic-multiplier'.

Before the onset of plastic deformation the stress strain relations are given by the linear

expression:

(C.S)

where Sij equals the 3D linear elastic Hookean stiffness matrix.

Using equation C.S together with the fact that the total deformation, e, consists of an elastic,

ee and a plastic part, eP it can be derived that:

cr .=S .. ot e. =S .. o(t .-t p .) =S ..(t .-'A &i»
I IJ J IJ J J IJ J ocr.

J

(C.6)

Because the yield law demands that <I> > 0 may not occur the following relations are valid

during plastic deformation:

(C.7)

• Isotropic hardening is valid. There are two types of isotropic hardening, work hardening

and strain hardening. The effect of both types hardening is the same when the Von Mises

yield criterion is used. The ISOPLA material model uses work hardening. This means that

K =WP ( =total of plastic energy) this means that:
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. 1 . p1(=_·eJ.·e.
eJ I I

o

Combining equations e.6, e.7 and e.8 results in:

A=f(S ..,e, &j> ,eJo)IJ oeJ

(e.8)

(C9)

with eJo the initial yield stress.

If A~O plastic deformation is present, if A~O it is set to 0 which means that the material

behaves elastically.
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SHELL4: This element type is used for modelling the outer shell in both the simplified

as the complete model. It is a two dimensional quadrilateral element that

connects four nodes. Each node has three translational degrees of freedom and
two rotational ones that describe rotations in the plane of the element.
Rotations with respect to the normal of the element are not calculated. It

handles in-plane loads as well as bending loads and uses a lumped mass

distribution over the nodes. It handles strains using the Mindlin-Reissner theory
that states that points on a straight line perpendicular to the mid-surface stay

on a straight line not necessarily perpendicular to the mid-surface. Up to seven
integration points along the thickness can be used. For the isotropic elastic
material model used here two integration points are sufficient. Due to CPU

considerations only one integration point over the area of the element is used
instead of the four necessary for complete integration. This results in five zero
energy or hourglass modes. To prevent hourglassing an hourglass stabilisation
parameter is used. The calculated stresses are Cauchy ones relative to the
element local coordinate system.

SOLIDI AND SOLIDS: These elements are block elements that can carry tensile, compression
and shear loads. Each node has three translational degrees of freedom. The
stress components of the SOLID elements are always defined with respect to the

inertial (global) coordinate system. The difference between SOLID I and SOLID8

elements is that the frrst one uses reduced integration with only one integration
point. This results in twelve possible hourglass modes that can also by
suppressed by using an hourglass parameter. The SOLID8 element type is used

for modelling the protective padding liner in pre-simulations. The results
presented are obtained using SOLID I elements with an optimized hourglass
stabilisation parameter that showed only a minor difference with the ones
obtained by using SOLID8 elements.

Unfortunately it is not explained how the hourglass control algorithm works. But larger
hourglass parameters tend to increase the stiffness of the materials modelled. For this reason

the hourglass parameters in the complete helmet model have been chosen very low for the
outer shell and the protective padding liner.

Table D.I contains an overview· of the amount of elements used together with the hourglass
parameters used.
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Table D.I: Overview of element types used the FE-models in this thesis.

Element type Number of Number of Hourglass parameter
elements nodes

Simplified model 360 738

Outer shell SHELL4· 40 82 0.1

Protective padding liner SOLID1+ 320,240·· 738,574·· 0.1

Comfort liner SOLID1+ 80·· 246·· 0.1

Headform part SHELL4· 52 81 0.1

Complete model 1516 1604

Outer shell SHELL4· 880 928 0.01

Protective padding liner SOLID 1+ 636 1352 0.005

Headform SHELL4· 352 363 0.1

• SHELL elements consist of 4 nodes with 3 translational and 2 rotational degrees of freedom each.
+ SOLID elements consist of 8 nodes with 3 translational degrees of freedom each.
•• Valid when the comfort liner was modelled.
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The rigidity test on which the static stiffness determination of the outer shell in chapter 4 is

based is described in section E.1. The test results together with the prescribed plate
movements in the numerical model are given in section E.2.

E.! ECE-R022104 Rigidity test

This rigidity test is also described in EeE-Regulation 022 [United Nations, 1994]. A helmet
shall be placed between two parallel plates by means of which a load can be applied along
the longitudinal (line L-L in figure E.1) or the transverse axis (line T-T in figure E.l).

T

L -- -- L

Figure E.!:
T

Definition of longitudinal and transverse direction in rigidity test according ECE-R022

The longitudinal direction is defined as being the line that connects the front of the helmet,

at the position of the forehead, with the rear of the helmet. For full-face helmets this means
that the chin part of the helmet is not loaded. The transverse line connects the sides of the
helmet.

On the plates an initial load of 30 N shall be applied, and after two minutes the distance

between the plates is to be measured. The load shall then be increased with lOON every two
minutes to a maximum of 630 N. Each time before the load is raised the distance between

the plates is measured. When the load has been 630 N for two minutes it is reduced to 30 N

again and after five minutes the distance between the plates is measured again.

A helmet will be approved when the deformation measured under 630 N does not exceed

the one measured under the 30 N load by more then 40 mm and if the deformation after

restoration of the 30 N load does not exceed the deformation at the initial 30 N load by more
then 15 mm.
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E.2 Applied testing method

This section contains an overview of the rigidity tests performed on a complete helmet and

On an outer shell only on june 27 1996 at the Beveiligings Middelen Laboratory at TNO-Delft

in the Netherlands. The test are performed according the equipment that is also used for the

rigidity tests specified in the ECE-Regulation 022/04.

Objectives:

The objective of these tests is to gain data for the numerical simulation of the rigidity tests

on the outer shell only. This is necessary because in the standard test the complete helmet is

tested only.

Test methods:

Static rigidity tests are performed as specified in ECE-R022. One extra loading condition is

added to obtain more information about the stiffness of the outer shell. This is the 'top

bottom' loading direction. The plate displacements were measured using a sliding gauge with

a digital read-out device with an accuracy of 0.01 mm.

The loading-- situations applied are shown in figure E.2.

Longitudinal Top - Bottom Transverse

Figure E.2:

Tested helmet:

Overview of the loading conditions used for performing rigidity tests on the outer shell of the
helmet only.

Trade mark:

Type:
Customer size:

Arai
Quantum

L
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The experimental results are presented together with the simulation results in section E.3.

Time dependence

To obtain an impression of the time dependence of the material behaviour of the outer shell

material the displacements were measured every ten seconds after the load was applied. To

eliminate the dynamic response as a result of the release of the mass on the plate, the moment

in time when the measurements start is chosen about 3 seconds after load release. The time

versus the deflection is given in table E.I for three loads in transverse direction.

Table E.!: Deflection versus time for several transverse loads.

Time [s] Deflection [mm]

Load =13 kg Load =23 kg Load =33 kg

0 2.10 4.00 5.76

10 2.14 4.02 -

20 2.15 4.04 5.80

30 2.16 4.05 5.81

40 2.17 4.05 5.81

50 2.18 4.05 -
60 2.18 4.06 -

70 2.19 4.06 -
80 2.19 4.06 -

90 2.19 4.07 5.82

end of test 2.20 4.07 5.85

It can be seen that the maximum change in deflection during the two minutes load is about

0.1 mm for all deflections shown. This means that the values obtained are really the static

ones.
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E.3 Numerical simulation

Simulation setup

The tests described in the previous section are simulated by placing the mesh of the outer

shell between two multibody planes. The problem that had to be solved for modelling this test

is that it would take a very large amount of CPU-time to make a real-time simulation in

which the load on the planes would be increased every two minutes. Therefore two

assumptions are made:

• Because it takes to long to reach an equilibrium when the forces applied on the planes were

prescribed it is chosen to use a prescribed displacement using the data obtained from the

rigidity tests.

• Some nodal damping was added to the model to obtain the static equilibrium within a

reasonable simulation time. This damping is chosen in such way that the results are within

2 % accuracy.

The displacement increases from zero to the value obtained from the rigidity test at a certain

load in 8 ms and than it is kept constant until the simulated time reaches 35 ms. It is checked

if the reaction forces at the end of the simulation are constant. If they are these are taken as

being the static force values.

Simulation results

Transverse Longitudinal Top-Bottom
800 800 800

I

Z Z Z /
/

";;'600 ";;' 600 /.. ";;' 600 7_ /

~ ~
/~

~ " /
~ " /..9 ..9 400

/#, ..9 " /400 / .. 400 " I§ § "'.. §/. "'.. I

''-= / .';: "'", 'i /
/ .. /

~ 200 ~ 200 'l 200 / '"G) '" ""Cl:: Cl:: # Cl::, ~

0 0 0
0 2 4 6 8 0 5 10 15 20 0 1 2

Deflection [mm] Deflection [mm] Deflection [mm]

Figure E.3: Results of rigidity tests on a fibre reinforced outer shell. The dashed lines are experimental
results, the solid lines are simulation results using th = 3 [mm], E = 8.54 'J(I [Pal

In figure B.3 both experimental and simulation results are plotted for all loads applied for

every loading direction. As can be seen, the results for the transverse and top-bottom loading

directions resemble the experimental results reasonably well. The results for the longitudinal
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direction however indicate that the outer shell model is too flexible when loaded in

longitudinal direction. Two reasons can be given for this phenomenon.

• The first reason is that the only shell available for testing was the shell of the most

luxurious model in the Quantum series. On this shell ridges in longitudinal direction are

present for aerodynamic reasons. These ridges cause a higher stiffness of the outer shell

when loaded in longitudinal direction. The FE-model doesn't contain such ridges and so

does the helmet tested in the impact absorption test.

• The second reason is that it is assumed that the thickness of the outer shell is constant. This
is actually not true.

The Young's modulus used for the impact simulation is based on the results of the transverse

and top-bottom loading directions.
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Appendix F: Determination of mass distribution in complete model.

The masses of most components of the helmet are determined using a balance with an

accuracy of 0.1 gr (Sartorius 5802). The masses are shown in table F.1.

Table F.l: Masses o/the components o/the helmet determined using a balance with an accuracy 0/0.1
[gr}. When components were not available the masses were estimated.

Helmet component Weight [gr] Remarks

881.3 factory data: 750 [gr], outer shell

estimated 50 [gr]

Outer shell+ chin strap

Rubber and vinyl edging

Protective padding (innershell)

Chin protective padding

Removable cheekpads (2)

Comfort padding

Neck padding

Visor

Visor holding mechanisms(2)

Covers for visor holding mechanisms(2)

Air intake shutter (chin)

Top ventilation duct

Aeroflap (chin)

126.6

16.3

71.2

53.1

96.5

18.8

9.2

26.4

factory data: 140 [gr], only half of
padding available

protective and comfort

mass of both pieces

was not available, estimated 50 [gr]

mass of both pieces inc. screws

estimated 20 [gr] for both pieces

estimated 20 [gr]

Masses of some (small) components had to be estimated using the fact that the total helmet
mass equals 1440 [gr] (factory data), because no complete helmet was available at the time.

The model doesn't contain every component of the helmet, for this reason the masses of the
components which are not modelled are added to the modelled ones: the outer shell and the
protective padding (innershell). This resulted in the following corrected mass distribution:
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- Mass of outer shell:

- Mass of protective padding:

+
=

+

Real mass of outer shell and chin strap

Visor and holding mechanism inclusive covers

Air intake shutter and top ventilation duct

Protective chin padding and removable cheekpads

Rubber and vinyl edging

1.2105 [kg].

Real mass of protective padding

Comfort padding

Neck padding

A-I7

= 0.2295 [kg]

These masses are included in the model by increasing the applied mass densities.

The meshing software package Hypermesh offers the possibility of calculating the volume of

the meshed parts. This is used for the determination of the mass densities,

For the outer shell yields:

P = 1.2105 [kg] =2082.0[!!'-]
outershell 5.814'10-4 [m 3] m 3

And for the protective padding liner:

= 0.2295 [kg] =58 74f kg]
Pprot.padding 3.907 '1O-3[m 3] . T;J
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Appendix G: Measuring of the 3D geometry of the helmet.

The geometry of the outer shell and the protective padding liner are measured at the

Eindhoven University of Technology.

The measurements have been performed on a hand operated Mitutoyo AE-122 3-D coordinate

measuring device. The machine, displayed in figure G.l, consists of a guide system that

allows a (set of) spherical tracer(s) to be moved in 3-dimensions.

f1I
y? ~ l

- zI j

/ 1//1/

1/
Figure G.t: Schematic overview of the 3-D coordinate measuring machine used to obtain the geometry of

the helmet.

The pOSItIOn of the tracer(s) is determined using optical rulers. The ruler signals are

transferred via a Mitutoyo MAGI measuring amplifier to a personal computer. A software

programm provides the read out of the X-, y- and z-position in mm with 4 digits after the

decimal point.

In general the measuring procedure using this machine is as follows:

• Calibration of the tracers.
The size, positions relative to each other and positions relative to the machine coordinate

system of the tracers is determined by moving the tracers towards a calibration sphere

which is close the perfect spherical (diameter = 25.4 mm). The Mitutoyo 3D-GEOPAK
software package (version 3.21) calculates then the properties of the tracers.

• Definition of a local coordinate system on the object that has to be measured.
This is done by moving a tracer to certain known points on the object that has to be

measured. The Mitutoyo 3D-GEOPAK software package determines then a local coordinate
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system. The advantage of such local coordinate system is that when not every point of
an object can be reached when the object is in one position, the position of the object
has to be altered to cover the whole object. The measured coordinates then are given

relative to the object if the local coordinate system is determined again in altered object
position.

• Actual measurement.
For performing the actual measurement the software programm SCANPAK 3 (version
4.30) is available. This package takes care of the acquisition of the measured data.

• Post processing of the data.
For translating the data obtained by the measurement to a more convenient format the

Mitutoyo TRANSPAK software package (version 2.10) can be used. The data can be
translated to several CNC languages but also to AUTOCAD and ASCII format.

The measurement of the geometry of the outer shell and the inner shell of the helmet was not

possible without changing the helmets position. For this reason the geometry of the helmet
is measured in two steps. The first one is the measuring of the outside of the outer shell. The

second step is the measuring of the inside of the protective padding liner, with the helmet
positioned upside down.

Figure G.2: The local coordinate system used for measuring the geometry of the outer shell. x/_ y/_ z/ =
local coordinate system, x"" Ym- zm =machine coordinate system. .

For the determination of the local coordinate system a grid consisting of six points was

attached to the chin part of the helmet. This is shown in figure G.2 together with the direction
of the local coordinate system used. Figure G.3 shows the tracer configuration that is used.

The helmet orientation and the tracer configuration for the measuring of the inside of the
helmet are shown in figure GA
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4

1

2

Figure G.3: The tracer configuration used for measuring the geometry ofthe outer shell ofthe helmet. Also
the orientation of the machine coordinate system is given.

a. b.

5 ----+---- 3

1

Figure G.4: Orientation of the helmet relative to the machine coordinate system used, together with the
tracer configuration used for measuring the inside of the helmet.
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Appendix H: Results of parameter study of the simplified model.

This appendix gives an overview of the simulation results obtained by the parametric study of chapter

3. The material properties of the comfort padding are given in section H.5.

H.l Effect of contact definition

To determine if a, relatively numerical expensive, contact definition between the headform and the

helmet part has to be present a variant without a contact definition has been tested. The headform and

the inside of the protective padding liner are attached to each other by using shared nodes.
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,
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Figure H.1:. Headform acceleration in z-direction of the reference model with and without contact
definition.

Figure H.l shows the headform accelerations of both model variants together with the test results in

one graph. When a contact definition is used, the elements that are not directly situated underneath

the impact point, will slide along the headform. Therefore, they do not contribute to the resistance

against deformations as they did when they were fixed to the headform part. The stiffness of the model

with contact defmition will therefore be lower and thus result in a lower peak headform acceleration

value.

H.2 Effect of beadform mass

Figure H.2 shows the results obtained using headform masses of 0.2, 0.7, and 1.2 kg. In reality the

range of the head mass will be smaller than the one used here, but it will give information about the

stability of MADYMO when large deformations occur.
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Figure H.2: Variation of the headform mass.

The simulation with the reference model with a headform mass of 0.7 kg provides the best results

because the mass is fitted to the experimental result. It can be concluded that the headform mass has

a large influence on the resulting headform acceleration. This result shows also, that the stability of

the MADYMO software package is suitable for handling large strains occurring in the protective padding

liner (up to 81 % for the highest headform mass of 1.2 kg).

H.3 Effect of outer shell thickness

The second parameter to be varied is the outer shell thickness. The simulations are performed using

shell thicknesses of 1.0, 3.0 and 5.0 mm. The stiffness of the outer shell is proportional to the third

power of the thickness [Timoshenko et al. 1987]. This means that the stiffness of the thickest shell

equals 125 times the stiffness of the thinnest shell. Also the mass of the thickest shell equals 5 times

the mass of the thinnest shell. The resulting headform accelerations are shown in figure H.3.

From the simulation results it can be concluded that the height of the first acceleration peak is

influenced by the thickness applied to the outer shell elements.

This peak is also present in the test result. This indicates that the value for the outer shell thickness

in the reference model, being the outer shell thickness of the real helmet, is too low. It has to be

considered that the outer shell in the complete helmet model will have a larger stiffness due to its three

dimensional geometry.
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Figure B.3:
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Variation of the thickness of the outer shell elements.
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H.4 Effect of protective padding density

To determine the effect of the padding density, the material behaviour of Expanded Poly-Styrene with

mass densities of 20, 30 and 40 kglm3 has been included.

The material data of the foam with densities 20 and 40 kglm3 is obtained from the original material

data using equation H.l by Gilchrist et al. (1993).

(H.I)

It is assumed that this relation is valid for the complete stress-strain curve instead of the yield stress

only. Figure H.4 shows the resulting stress-strain curves.

In figure H.5, the following tendencies can be seen if the density of the foam is increased:

• Increasing peak acceleration values. The second peak value increases stronger than the first one.

• Decreasing of the time duration of the acceleration.

• Higher foam densities result in steeper loading and unloading curves.

From figure H.5, a possible conclusion could be that the foam density of the modelled helmet should

be chosen lower to obtain lower headform acceleration peak values. This is however not correct. The

calculated maximum headform penetration into the protective padding liner using the low density

foam, equals 31 mm. This is possible because the thickness of the modelled protective padding liner

also includes the thickness of the protective padding liner. In the real helmet this thickness is

approximately 30 mm. If this thickness was ~sed in the simulation, bottoming out of the protective

padding liner would defmitively have occurred and·the peak acceleration value would be higher than

in the current result.
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Figure H.S: Variation of the density p, of the protective padding material.

The maximum compressive strain with the smallest density equals 84 % and would be even higher

when the thickness of the modelled protective padding liner would be smaller. This means that the

Poisson ratio cannot be neglected any more.

D.S Effect of comfort padding liner

To get an impression of the extent to which the comfort liner contributes to the resulting headform

acceleration the comfort liner is added to the model. Two element layers closest to the headfonn part

are modelled as being comfort padding instead of protective padding. The thickness of the comfort

liner then becomes IO mm which closely resembles the thickness of the padding liner in the top section

of the real helmet (9 mm). The material behaviour is modelled using modeled as being non-linear.

elastic (again using HYSISO). The input stress-strain curve is obtained using quasi-static loading
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conditions [Gilchrist et al. 1993] and is shown in figure H.6. This means that the strain rate
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Figure H.6: Cauchy stress versus logarithmic strain for the comfort padding liner (taken from Gilchrist et
aL 1993).

dependence of the material is not accounted for. Due to the absence of material data of the comfort

liner used in the real helmet, the mass density of the foam is set to 30 kg/m3 and the tension part of

the curve in figure H.6 is extrapolated.
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Figure H.7: Influence of the comfort padding liner.

Figure H.7 shows the resulting headform accelerations. In this figure the point of time when the

helmet hits the anvil is set to zero for comparing the time necessary for the compression of the

comfort liner in the simulation with the test results.

Some observations derived from figure H.7 are summarized below.

• The initial low slope of the curve obtained with the model that includes the comfort liner, resembles

the test results more then the one of the reference model. The reference model doesn't show this
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initial slope. From this it can be concluded that the initial low slope is caused by compression of

the comfort liner.

• The point of time when the acceleration starts to increase towards the first acceleration peak appears

in the simulation a little after the point of time in the test results. This has several reasons:

- the thickness of the comfort padding liner is in reality not constant and could be smaller at areas

further away from the top of the head.

- in a real R.22 impact test, the helmet is mounted to the headform using a pre-load of 50 N. As

a result the liner is already partially compressed before the impact occurs.

• As a result of the comfort liner two acceleration peaks appear. As explained in section 2.2 this was

also concluded by Mills et al. (1992).

• The point of time where deceleration starts is later than in the test results. The reason for this is not

known.

• The area under the curve does not change significantly. This means that the comfort liner does not

dissipate kinetic energy of the headform part as was expected sue to its low mass density.
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Appendix I: Results of parameter study complete model.
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This appendix contains the output graphs of the resulting headform acceleration caused by using

different material parameters. The observations are briefly stated.

The effect of the change in velocity of the headform caused by the helmet is also printed for the

various model variants. This results are valid for the complete helmet model presented in chapter 4.

This means that headform rotation is not included in the model.

Protective padding liner
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Variation of Young's modulus of protective padding liner. The Yield strain in the yielding
function is also adapted.
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Figure 1.2: Variation of numerical density of the protective padding. The stress-strain behaviour of the
material is not altered.
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Figure 1.3: Variation of the Yield stress ofthe protective padding liner. The Yieldfunction is altered using
the same percentage as used for the yield stress.

Observations from the protective padding liner:

• Decreasing the Young's modulus results in:

- lower peak acceleration values

- ratio between first and second peak increases.

- longer lasting acceleration peak

• Decreasing. the numerical foam density:

- unloading behaviour changes, third peak increases as result of lower unloading slope.

• Decreasing the Yield stress and Yield function values:

- lower peak values

- ratio between first and second peak increases.
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- duration of the acceleration increases.

Outer shell
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Figure 1.4: Variation of the Young's modulus of the outer shell.
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Observations from outer shell:

• Decreasing Young's modulus:

- Ratio between flrst and second peak increases (only small amount).

- Unloading behaviour changes, third peak appears later and is lower.

- Change in timing, the helmet hits the headform later in time.

• Decreasing the density of the shell:

- The ratio between the flrst and second peak value increases.

- Unloading behaviour is strongly influenced, third peak value increases and appears earlier.
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Gap variation
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Variation of the gap between the headform and the protective padding liner.

Observations from decreasing the gap:

- Both peak acceleration values increase.

- Ratio between first and second peak value decreases but gap decreases also.

- Thirst peak value increases

- timing changes but duration stays the same,

Influence on headform velocity

The change in velocity before and after the impact is shown in table 1.1 for the parameter variations

performed. Also the effect of the parameter variation is shown in the third collum.

The following can be observed:

• The change in headform velocity in the simulation is too large

• Of the parameters that are varied, only the yield stress and the Young's modulus influence the

change inheadform velocity. Increasing the Young's modulus and decreasing the Yield stress could
reduce the change in velocity.

Because the headform has the same initial velocity of 7.5 mis, the difference in velocity change of the

model with the experimental results is caused by the velocity at the end of the impact.
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Table 1.1: Results of parametric study, headform accelerations, velocities.
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Modelling condition ~eakl [g] ~eak2 [g] tN = Vt=0-Vt=20 ms [mls]

Experimental result 199 187.7 9.00

Reference model 189.8 226.5 12.55

EEPS + 30 % 195.9 244.9 12.37

EEPS - 30 % 171.4 212.2 12.83

Eshell + 30 % 187.7 228.6 12.58

Eshell - 30 % 195.9 220.4 12.60

PEPS + 30 % 191.8 228.6 12.57

PEPS - 30 % 187.7 228.6 12.52

Pshell + 30 % 204.0 228.6 12.39

Pshell - 30 % 171.4 224.8 12.59

<1yield,EPS + 30 % 212.2 253.1 13.06

<1yield,EPS - 30 % 159.2 204.0 11.97

gap = 12 [mm] 179.6 224.5 12.50

gap = 6 [mm] 195.9 236.6 12.59

These velocities have been used for calculating the energy absorption of the helmet. It is assumed that

the energy absorption can be found by substracting the kinetic energy of the headform before impact

with the kinetic energy of the headform after impact, or:

/(I.1)

with: = mass of headform

V
t

= initial velocity of headform (7.5 m1s)
o

v = velocity at end of impact ( t =14 ms).
tend




